Naropa Letterpress Class

Fall 2004 visit to Special Collections

Materials displayed:

- *Checkbook*, Maureen Cummins
  OS1 N7433.4 C8C5 1996

- *Embedded Meaning*, Scripps College
  OS1 N7433.3 E43 2000

- *Circulus Sapientiae*, Janus Press
  New

- *The Defence of Guenevere*, Kelmscott Press
  GM 522 Kelmscott

- *Abecedarium of the Universe*
  New

- *Sequences, Sometimes Metaphysical*,
  poetry by Roethke, Stonewall Press
  PS 3535 O3954

- *Endymion*, Keats, Golden Cockerel Press
  GM 39

- *A Revisioning of the Preamble*
  New

- *Cheeseburger Soup*
  New

- *Radio Silence*, Julie Chen
  Uncat 95-5-625 OS2

- *Firedogs*, Ken Campbell
  OS2 94-8-168

- *Exquisite Horse*
  OS2 Uncat 97-9-4

- *The Cycle of the Day*, Trissel
  OS2 94-8-206

- *Word Returned*, Ken Campbell
  OS2 Uncat 96-11-9

- Double fore-edge painting
  GM 386
That Day, Philip Levine, broadside
Ephemera Exchange 1995
Broadside of Frederick Douglas quote
0-9, serial from Per Rm
In the Nam What Can Happen? Berrigan
Book of Hours, 15th c, French, ms book
Gutenberg leaf
OS2 Broadside Shelf
Eaves Press Coll.
OS2 Broadside Shelf
Per Rm AP2 Z47
Uncat 97-9-1
Plume MS 313
Plume